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Key Information 

 Morningstar Rating      ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  

 SFDR Designation        Article 9 

 Fund Inception             Oct 2000 

 MSCI ESG Rating         AA 

 NAV                           €356.30 

 Minimum Investment   €5,000 

 Dealing Frequency       Daily 

 Investment Manager    Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd 

 Custodian                    Northern Trust 

 Administrator               Northern Trust 

 Sales Commission       3% 

 Investment Mgt Fee     0.75% 

*Prices as of 30/11/2022 

Source: Bloomberg & Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd Research 

Fund & Share Class Information 

 Fund Size                    €187.88m 

 Fund ISIN                    IE0005895655 

 Fund Sedol                  0589565 

 Bloomberg                  GEFINVL ID 

 Domicile                      Ireland 

 Structure                     UCITS Fund 

Historic Yield 

 *Fund Yield                                                    1.35% 

Fund yield is historic based on full year 2017 dividend 
income received. The fund does not distribute income to 
investors. All dividend income is reflected within the NAV 
price of the fund. 

Total number of holdings 

 Number of holdings                                             30 

Market Capitalisation Exposure  

 Large: > €3bn                                            60.08% 

 Medium: €500m - €3bn                            37.11% 

 Small: < €500m                                           2.81% 
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  GREEN EFFECTS FUND NAV SINCE INCEPTION 

  ESMA RISK RATING

  LARGEST SECTOR EXPOSURE %

R

Fund Objectives 

The objective of the fund is to achieve long term capital growth through a basket of ethically screened stocks. The fund invests in a wide 
range of companies with a commitment to either supporting the environment or demonstrating a strong corporate responsibility ethos. 
Sectors such as wind energy, recycling, waste management, forestry and water-related businesses all feature prominently within the fund. 
The fund can only invest in the constituents of the Natural Stock Index (NAI) which was set up in 1994 and currently consists of 30 global 
equities.

Green Effects Fund FACTSHEET 
DECEMBER 2022  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7Lower Risk Higher Risk

Typically Lower Rewards Typically Higher Rewards 

Healthcare                                  14.79% 
Paper/Forestry                           14.12% 
Semi conductors                       13.17% 
Building/Home improving    12.40% 
Alternative Energy                   11.43% 
Sustainable transport              11.00% 
Consumer goods                        6.46% 
Water                                               4.11%
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 email: greeneffects@cantor.com

Americas                                  35.16% 
Europe                                      19.69% 
Pan-Europe                             16.65% 
Asia                                            14.38% 
UK                                              11.52% 
South Africa                               2.36%

Performance 1 Month YTD 1 Year 3 Year* 5 Year*      10 Year*     Inception* 

Green Effects 5.58% -12.5% -11.23% 15.69% 11.77%       12.65%          5.72% 

MSCI World € 2.57% -5.17% -1.74% 10.46% 11.04%       12.73%          5.23% 

S&P 500 € 1.21% -4.10% -0.47% 13.33% 14.15%       15.96%          6.20% 

Euro STOXX 50 9.73% -4.70% 0.84% 5.25% 5.39%         8.02%            2.47% 

As of 30/11/2022. Source: Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd Research, Bloomberg and Northern Trust. *Annualised Return. 
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Top 15 Positions 

 VESTAS                                                            8.21% 

 NVIDIA                                                             7.83% 

 ACCIONA                                                         6.74% 

 SMITH & NEPHEW                                           6.59% 

 AIXTRON AG                                                     5.34% 

 MAYR MELNHOF                                              4.63% 

 TESLA INC                                                       4.34% 

 SHIMANO                                                         4.32% 

 MOLINA                                                           4.28% 

 KURITA                                                            4.11% 

 SVENSKA CELLULOSA                                      3.78% 

 KINGFISHER                                                     3.77% 

 TOMRA SYSTEMS                                             3.62% 

 POTLATCH                                                       3.05% 

 RICOH                                                             2.96% 

Source: Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd Research 

Fund Sector Exposure vs MSCI World 
Sectors                                                  Green       MSCI 
                                                              Effects      World 

 Cash                                                 4.55%      0.00% 

 Energy                                              0.00%      5.86% 

 Financials                                         0.21%    15.22% 

 Communication Services                    0.64%      6.74% 

 Real Estate                                        3.05%      2.74% 

 Consumer Staples                             3.45%      7.92% 

 Utilities                                             9.95%      2.96% 

 Information Technology                    16.13%    19.15% 

 Materials                                           8.63%      3.94% 

 Consumer Discretionary                   12.43%    10.38% 

 Health Care                                     14.79%    14.34% 

 Industrials                                       26.20%    10.39% 

Source: Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd Research 

Fund Manager Comment 
The Green Effects Fund nav ended November at €356.42 which was a return of +5.58% for the month.  

Largest contributors to the nav move on the month were Nvidia (+1.43%), Vestas (+1.39%), Aixtron (+1.21%) and Mayr 
Melnhof (+0.56%). The main detractors from the nav on the month were Tesla (-1.13%) and Molina Healthcare (-0.55%). US 
Equities enjoyed a better month with the S&P500 up by circa 5%. Tech rebounded strongly on the back of lower bond yields 
and slightly less hawkish narrative from global central banks. Sentiment was helped mid month on news that US consumer 
inflation dipped more than expected last month. Ten-year yields moved below 4%, a 50bps hike in the Fed funds rate on 
14th December was seen as much more likely than a 75bps one and markets lowered their forecast for the terminal Fed 
funds rate to just below 5% from 5.25%. This was quickly followed by October retail sales which were better and a wholesale 
inflation reading that was lower than forecast.  

At the COP27 summit, from 6 - 18 November 2022, more than 35,000 delegates came together in Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt, 
to take collective action against climate change. Set against the challenging geopolitical background, delegates had to 
balance the demands of the energy transition, energy independence and cost of living. Overall the sentiment was that the 
progress to “phase down” fossil fuels has been insufficient to limit global temperature rise to 1.5⁰C. COP27 seized the 
opportunity to advance environmental justice and change the rhetoric of the debate to “who must pay, for what”. 

The main takeaways were: 

1.     Commitments remain well-off track to achieving 1.5°C but key emitting countries updated their pledges. 

2.     Real progress on funding a “just energy transition” was made, including a breakthrough agreement on a new “Loss and 
Damage” fund for vulnerable countries. 

3.     Progress on climate adaptation was made, with governments agreeing to advance the Global Goal of Adaptation.  

In company specific news during the month Kingfisher reported Q3 trading, with LFL sales +0.2% vs consensus (0.7%), with 
Q4 seeing a good start LFL +2.8% in first 3 weeks to 19-Nov. FY adj. PBT guidance was tweaked to £730-760M from prior 
£730-770M, and the company announced a £50M third tranche of the buyback announced 23-May would commence 
today.  

Acciona, the Spanish listed engineering & construction business, maintained in broad terms its outlook for the financial year 
2022, namely a solid double-digit EBITDA growth for the year as a whole, despite a lower operating contribution from the 
energy business in H2 compared to H1, mainly due to the lower average prices in Spain resulting from the gas cap. On a 
recent analyst call the group CFO noted its main focus being “basic infrastructure, designed and operated to create resilient, 
sustainable societies”.  

Global chip maker NVIDIA reported fiscal Q3 results with sales beating analyst expectations but earnings per share coming 
in marginally weaker. Revenue was -12% Q/Q to $5.9B slightly ahead of analyst expectations. A brighter spot was Nvidia’s 
data center business, which reported $3.83 billion in sales, up 31% year-over-year. Nvidia attributed the growth to sales to 
U.S. cloud service providers and consumer internet companies.  

Smith & Nephew released a Q3 trading update reiterating its full-year guidance. Underlying growth in Q3 was ahead of 
consensus expectations with revenues in line due to the impact of FX. For FY 2022, the company is continuing to guide to 
4-5% underlying revenue growth (and expects to be in the middle of the range) and a trading profit margin of around 17.5%. 
The shares remain fundamentally cheap which have been significantly impacted over the last 3 years by the reduced electic 
procedures in hospitals.  

Wind Systems A/S reported a weaker set of Q3 numbers and reduced its FY’22 guidance, despite these negative headlines 
the stock rallied circa 20% during the month given the softer CPI data that was released during the month prompting a 
rally in “growth” orientated names like Vestas. It remains one of the largest holdings in the fund and we suspect we may have 
experienced its trough in earnings and margin guidance this year. The company remains a significant player in the energy 
transition market on a global basis.  

During the period the fund increased its weightings in Shimano, Vestas Wind Systems, Tesla and Smith & Nephew. The cash 
weighting in the fund at the time of writing (7/12/22) was circa 5.0%. 

Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and is a member firm of Euronext Dublin and the London Stock Exchange.

Source: Cantor Fitzgerald Ltd Research, Bloomberg and Northern Trust

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
-11.25% -30.00% 9.71% 14.38% 23.95% 22.52% 6.42% -38.47% 31.28% 13.47% -19.61%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
16.02% 19.87% 18.42% 15.72% 6.62% 6.8% -5.91% 23.34% 42.70% 19.78% -12.53%

Annual Returns
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DUBLIN: Cantor Fitzgerald House, 23 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin 2, D02 AR55. Tel : +353 1 633 3800. Fax : +353 1 633 3856/+353 1 633 3857. 
CORK: 45 South Mall, Cork, T12 XY24. Tel: +353 21 422 2122. 
LIMERICK: Crescent House, Hartstonge Street, Limerick, V94 K35Y. Tel: +353 61 436 500.   

  @cantorIreland        Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland        Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland 

www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/greeneffects 

  email: greeneffects@cantor.com
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